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Tactical Rif les’ .308

Forget the company 
name, this guaranteed 
0.5-MOA custom 
screams traditional!
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By Paul Markel

There are rifles that look classy and there are rifles the 
shoot phenomenally well. Occasionally, you find one 
that does both. It seems as though the folks at Tactical 
Rifles have hit the mark on both counts with their new 
offering: the Classic Sporter.

Best known for their rugged and precise military-looking bolt-
action and AR-platform long guns, Tactical Rifles of Zephyrhills, 
Florida, is offering something different. This new model is built for 
the shooter who desires pinpoint accuracy but also wants a polished, 
traditional-looking rifle.

ClaSSiC SpORTER
The centerpiece of the Classic Sporter rifle is the “Chimera” 

action, a Tactical Rifles design that is now a standard feature on 
their bolt-action rifles. Actually, Tactical Rifles has a Chimera line of 
products, and the best among these are their bolt-actions and light-
weight, rhino-tough scope rings. The Chimera action is constructed 
from stainless steel with a hand-fitted spiral-groove bolt and “Mag-
num” extractor. As with all of their long guns, a meticulously tuned 

match-quality trigger was installed that breaks at 3.5 pounds.
Atop the receiver you’ll find a two-piece Picatinny rail system 

to mount your favorite optic. All of the metal parts are finished 
with an “Extreme Environment” corrosion-resistant coating. 

On my rifle, this w as a non-reflective matte black.

Tactical Rifles’ new Classic 
Sporter is available is  

numerous calibers.  
It combines good looks with 

drop-them-in-their-tracks  
precision. Leupold’s VX-3 tops 

off this Chimera beauty.
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Like all Tactical Rifles long guns, the 
Classic Sporter is not an off-the-shelf model 
but a unique, one-of-a-kind item built to 
the buyer’s specs. When ordering a Sporter, 
you can choose from a variety of barrel 
lengths and caliber choices. The rifle can 
be had in long- or short-action. The short-
action models include .308 Winchester, 
.260 Remington, 6.5 Creedmoor and Lapua, 
.243Winchester and 7mm-08 Remington. 
Long-action Sporters are available in .30-06 
Springfield and .270 Winchester as well as a 
“Magnum” Long Action in .300 Winchester 
Magnum or 7mm Remington Magnum.

The rifle featured herein was chambered 
for the .308 Winchester round. A match-
grade M852 barrel was hand-fitted and 
pillar-bedded into a XXX-rated premium 
English walnut stock. The M852 is the U.S. 
military designation for a match-grade 168-
grain BTHP load. It is currently the gold 
standard for .308 Winchester ammo. For 
this particular rifle, the barrel was 22 inches 
long with a No. 6 contour. As you would 
expect, the barrel is cryogenically treated 
and includes a recessed match target crown.

Most notable of all the features on this 
rifle is the wooden stock. No expense was 

spared to provide an extremely attrac-
tive, high-quality piece of rifle furniture. 
The walnut stock is textured with 22 LPI 
checkering at the grip and forearm. Rather 
than simply slap a coat of lacquer on the 
wood, the stock is hand-oiled to ensure a 
deep, attractive finish. Inside the stock is a 
full-length bedding block. Externally, you 
will find a soft rubber pad at the butt. Fore 
and aft, you will also find inlaid sling studs.

lEUpOld VX-3
Normally when I’m testing out a 

long-range gun from Tactical Rifles, it 
is equipped with either a NightForce or 
Leupold Mark 4 tactical optic with external 
target knobs. For this project, it seemed 
more appropriate to install more of a 
hunting or traditional optical sight. The 
riflescope we decided on was the Leupold 
VX-3 6.5-20x40mm. This piece of glass has 
a 30mm tube with 40mm objective lens. A 
“Varmint” reticle was used in this model.

As with all Leupold Gold Ring rifle-
scopes, this one was built at their facility in 
Beaverton, Oregon, and included all their 
premium features. This included their 
Xtended Twilght Lens System to maximize 

light gathering at dawn and dusk as well as 
their Diamond Coat2 lens coating process.

The windage and elevation adjustment 
screws are capped and covered. On the left 
side of the scope body, you’ll find the focus 
knob. The focal lens is also adjustable. A 
matte black finish covered the scope body. 
To mount the optic to the rifle, we used 
Leopold’s QRW rings with throw levers.

TiME aT THE BENCH
Every firearm that leaves the Tactical 

Rifles shop is meticulously hand-built and 
tested before it ships. By testing, I don’t 
mean they pop two or three rounds out of 
it in a test tunnel behind the factory. The 
guys in Florida guarantee every one of their 
custom-built rifles to hold at least half-
MOA when fired with proper match-grade 
ammunition and a stable rest. Past experi-
ence told me that this rifle would be ready 
to go the moment it arrived.

I dispensed with chronographing chores 
first off. The Black Hills, CorBon, and Fed-
eral ammunition all produced excellent 
average speeds from the 22-inch barrel. 
Moving over to my shooting point, I posted 
bullseye targets on a stand some 110 meters 

CUSTOM HUNTER

from the shooting bench. Again, as this 
is ostensibly a field/hunting rifle, I simply 
used my field pack as a rest. The first target 
I engaged was a flipped-over target paper 
with a single 1-inch square black target 
pasty in the center.

Settling in behind the rifle, I pressed off 
the shot. The rifle bucked in my shoulder 
and I followed through to reacquire the tar-
get. I had the scope dialed to about 12X and 
did not at first see a shot hole. Powering up 
to 20X, I was able to pick up the impact. 
The first round had struck the small square 
pasty right at the base, leaving only a small 
mark on the yellow target paper. As tempt-
ing as it would have been to call that shot 
good and pack up, I decided to press on.

Understanding that the barrel was pur-
posely built to maximize the 168-grain 
BTHP match load, it wasn’t really surpris-
ing that it produced the tightest groups of 
the three loads tested. What was pleasantly 
surprising was how well the more tradi-
tional hunting ammunition performed.

If you want to punch tight holes in tar-
gets with a .308 rifle, the 168-grain BTHP 
is generally your best choice. However, if 
you want to punch holes in game animals, 
there are better loads with which to do it. 
The CorBon Hunter line of ammunition 
was built exactly for that purpose and their 
DPX rifle loads are where it’s at for heavy 
game, such as boar hogs.

For thin-skinned game, when you’d like 
to juice up the velocity a bit, the Black Hills 
.308 load with a 155-grain A-MAX bullet 
might be your choice. I’ve had great expe-
rience with this load and found it to be 
outstanding from 20-inch-barreled guns.

Both the CorBon and Black Hills 
hunting-style ammunition had no trouble 
grouping shots into less than a half-inch 
from the 110-meter distance. I don’t want 
to get too geeky, but 110 meters converts 
to 120.30 yards. When you consider that 
MOA is calculated in English measure-
ment, at that distance 1.20 inches is MOA, 
0.60 inches is half, and 0.30 inches is quar-
ter. The Federal load bested quarter-MOA 
by a hair, and both of the hunting loads 
easily snuck in under the half-MOA mark. 

Long story short, the gun can shoot. For 
more practical exercises, I moved to the 
250-yard steel plate. Holding the horizon-
tal crosshair an inch or two above the cen-
ter, I was able to smack steel from the range 
bag with monotonous regularity.

ON BUyiNg CUSTOM
As I was penning this review it occurred 

to me that ordering a Classic Sporter from 
Tactical Rifles is akin to purchasing a cus-
tom-built motorcycle from one of the big 
names, such as West Coast Choppers or 
Orange County Choppers. Tactical Rifles 
doesn’t keep an inventory of pre-made 
guns on the shelves. If you want one, you 
call them up and they build it for you using 
the highest quality parts available.

Just as you would not expect the guys 
at OCC to have your custom chopper 
built in a month neither can you expect a 
custom-built precision rifle to be finished 
that quickly. Rome wasn’t built in a day and 
Leonardo Da Vinci didn’t paint “The Last 
Supper” with a roller and a pan. If you are 
looking for a classic appearance coupled 
with the heart of a precision instrument, 
get your order in soon.

The spiral-groove bolt-action is both attractive and functional.  
Tactical Rifles will build your rifle with a long or short action.

All of the new Tactical Rifles bolt guns are available with their 
proprietary Chimera stainless steel action—big time smooth!

>>> SPECIFICATIONS 

TaCTiCal RiFlES ClaSSiC SpORTER
CALIBER:	 .308	Winchester
BARREL:	 22	inches
OA LENGTH:	 39.5	inches
WEIGHT:	 8.9	pounds	(empty)
STOCK:	 XXX-grade	English	walnut
SIGHTS:	 None
ACTION:	 Chimera	bolt
FINISH:	 Extreme	Environment	Matte	Black
CAPACITY: 4+1
PRICE:	 N/A

Note: Bullet weight measured in grains, velocity in FPS, and accuracy in inches 
for average groups at 110 meters.

LOAd VELOCITY ACCuRACY

Black	Hills	155	A-MAX	 2,787	 0.44
CorBon	Hunter	168	T-DPX	 2,673	 0.38
Federal	Gold	Medal	Match	BTHP		 2,719	 0.29

>>> PERFORMANCE 

Get In The K-ZONE

The new MTM Case-
Gard K-Zone Shooting 

Rest a tool rifleman can 
utilize to gain better 
accuracy from their guns. 
Designed for preci-
sion sighting-in of 
rifles and for testing 
ammo and reloads, 
it’ll provide rock-
solid performance 
from a lightweight, 
fully adjustable 
rest.

THE SPECS: The K-Zone 
Shooting Rest features 
non-marring rubber pads 
on the front, middle and 
rear to securely hold your 
rifle, and can be adjusted 
for elevation with quick 
hand-wheel rotations. The 
entire system is light-

weight—only 4 pounds—
but has compartments that 
allow you to add weight 
if you so choose. You can 
even remove the rear pad 
section to use the rest 

for handguns, though the 
K-Zone will work with 
AR-platform rifles, lever-
actions, slug guns, etc. 

The rest even expands 
from 18.3 to 26 inches 
long to accommodate any 
weapon.

Made in the U.S.A., 
the K-Zone Shooting 
Rest is only 16 inches 
wide and has rubber 
feet for a slip-free 

stance, eliminating 
the need for those 

old-fashioned, heavy 
metal shooting rests.

RANGE READY: Ready to 
test your ammunition and 
find the preferred diet 
for your long gun? Check 
out the K-Zone from MTM 
Case-Gard. They special-
ize in several shooting 
rests, including the 
Predator and many others. 
(mtmcase-gard.com)

For More Information
TacTIcal RIFles

tacticalrifles.net; 877-811-4867

leupold
leupold.com; 800-538-7653

“The guys in Florida 
guarantee every one of  
their custom-built rifles to 
hold at least half-MOA  
when fired with proper 
match-grade ammunition 
and a stable rest.”Leupold’s VX-3 provided ample magnifi-

cation and clarity, and their QRW mount 
rings keep it away from the action.
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